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Abstract. Ocoxin Oral Solution (OOS) and Viusid (VS) are 
nutritional supplements that include several natural products 
which affect different cellular functions, such as prolifera‑
tion or the redox status. In addition, some of their constituent 
components have been described to exert an antiviral effect. 
Considering this, it was hypothesized that treatment with OOS 
and VS could protect from viral infections. In order to evaluate 
the impact of OOS and VS on viral infection, lentivirus and 
retrovirus whose genomes coded for green fluorescent protein 
were used. In addition, and as a second approach to measure viral 
infection, a hemagglutinin‑tagged form of the mitogen‑activated 
protein kinase ERK5 was also inserted in the retroviral vector. 
Viral particles produced in 293T cells were used to infect HeLa 
cells in the presence or absence of OOS or VS. It was observed 
that VS had a minimal effect on the capacity of either lentivirus 
or retrovirus to infect HeLa cells. However, OOS significantly 
reduced the infection of HeLa cells with both of these viruses. 
The effect was dose‑dependent, reaching a maximum at a 1:100 
dilution of OOS. These results suggested that, in addition to its 
well‑known antitumoral properties, OOS may also inhibit infec‑
tion with viruses. This effect is relevant since patients receiving 
oncological therapies are more susceptible to viral infections, 
and nutritional supplements such as OOS may help in reducing 
the severity of these potential pathogenic infections.

Introduction

A strong immune system is a key component to efficiently fight 
both internal problems, such as the proliferation of abnormal 
tumor cells, as well as external insults, such as bacterial or 
viral infections (1,2). Thus, in order to be ready to fight such 
external offenses more efficiently, an adequately fitted immune 
system is absolutely needed. Ocoxin Oral Solution (OOS) and 
Viusid (VS) are nutritional supplements that include several 
plant and natural products with an ample spectrum of biolog‑
ical activities (3,4). Some of these products have antioxidant, 
vitaminic, or antiproliferative properties. Moreover, several 
of the constituents of these nutritional supplements have been 
reported to stimulate the immune system (3,4).

VS composition includes several antiviral agents, anti‑
oxidants and anti‑free radicals potentially able to boost the 
defenses of the immune system (4). Its formulation comprises 
licorice extract, several vitamins such as ascorbic acid or 
B group vitamins or amino acids (5). This combination 
has demonstrated to improve clinical outcomes in several 
scenarios, such as patients with chronic hepatitis C that did 
not respond to standard antiviral treatments or interferon 
therapy (4,6), cirrhotic patients who have failed to achieve 
sustained virological response with standard of care treat‑
ments (5) or in combination with diet and exercise, to improve 
fatty liver disease (7). However, the mechanism of action of 
VS has not been fully elucidated, and research in this direction 
could potentiate its application to different pathologies.

OOS formulation includes plant extracts from green tea, 
cinnamon or licorice as well as ascorbic acid, B vitamins 
or several amino acids. Some of these products have been 
shown to exert an antitumoral activity in several experimental 
models (3). As a result, OOS exhibits antitumoral activity in 
breast, lung or colon cancer, among others [reviewed in (3), as 
well as (8‑14)]. The molecular mechanism of action of OOS 
has been described to include both a decrease in cell prolif‑
eration, as well as an increase in cell death (3,15). The overall 
effect of OOS is therefore a decrease in tumoral cell numbers. 
Molecularly, OOS has been reported to provoke cell cycle 
blockade mainly acting by increasing p27 levels, as well as by 
modulating the retinoblastoma pathway (15).

Current antitumoral agents, mostly those with chemothera‑
peutic properties, are known to affect the immune system, 
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impairing it and, therefore, favoring infections (16,17). The 
actual scenario of the COVID‑19 pandemic worsens such 
situations as immunocompromised patients appear particu‑
larly susceptible to the physiopathological consequences of 
SARS‑CoV‑2 infection (18,19). Therefore, supplements that 
may fight the infectivity of viruses should report benefits to 
patients under chemotherapeutic regimens or on those tumor 
types directly associated to viral infections, such as papilloma‑
virus or hepatitis virus‑promoted tumors (20,21).

In the present study, it was hypothesized that OOS and VS 
could exhibit antiviral properties. Such possibility was evalu‑
ated in vitro on experimental preclinical models. Using flow 
cytometry and western blot analysis it was demonstrated that 
OOS, and to a lesser degree, VS, could reduce the infection of 
epithelial cells with retrovirus or lentivirus.

Materials and methods

Reagents and antibodies. Cell culture media, fetal bovine serum, 
antibiotics and trypsin were purchased from Life Technologies. 
Polybrene was obtained from Sigma‑Aldrich (Merck KGaA), 
the Immobilon P membranes from EMD Millipore and the 
JetPEI™ reagent from Polyplus‑transfection SA. OOS and 
VS were provided by Catalysis S.L. Detailed description of 
the components of OOS has been recently reported (3) and 
includes plant extracts (Glycyrrhiza glabra, Camellia sinensis 
and Cinnamomum verum J. Presl. extract), vitamins (ascorbic 
acid, pyridoxine, cyanocobalamin, folic acid and calcium 
pantothenate), amino acids (glycine, arginine and cysteine) and 
sugars (sucralose and glucosamine). As for the VS formulation, 
it is composed of malic acid, glycyrrhizic acid, glucosamine, 
arginine, calcium pantethonate, ascorbic acid, folic acid, 
cyanocobalamine, zinc sulfate and pyrodoxal (6). Other generic 
chemicals were purchased from Sigma‑Aldrich, Merck KGaA. 
The anti‑hemagglutinin (HA) monoclonal antibody (12CA5; 
cat. no. 11583816001) was from Roche Diagnostics and the 
anti‑calnexin antibody (cat. no. ADI‑SPA‑860) from Enzo 
Life Sciences, Inc. The goat anti‑mouse horseradish perosi‑
dase‑conjugated secondary antibody (cat. no. 170‑6516) was 
purchased from Bio‑Rad Laboratories.

Cell culture, transfection, viral preparation and infection. 293T, 
H460, OVCAR‑8 and HeLa cells were grown in Dulbecco's 
Modified Eagle Medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 
serum and antibiotics. Cells were cultured at 37˚C in a humidi‑
fied atmosphere of 5% CO2/95% air. 293T, HeLa and OVCAR‑8 
cells were usually passaged when confluent, at a 1:10 ratio and 
H460 at a 1:12 ratio. 293T, H460 and HeLa cells were obtained 
from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and 
OVCAR‑8 from Dr Faustino Mollinedo (Center for Biomedical 
Research, Madrid, Spain) who obtained them from the ATCC.

For the generation of viral particles, 2.5x106 293T cells 
were transfected using the JetPEI™ reagent following the 
manufacturer's instructions. To produce lentiviruses, the 
transfection mix containing the pLKO‑GFP plasmid (8 µg), 
as well as the packaging vectors pMDLg/RRE, pRSV‑Rev 
and pMD2.G plasmids (4 µg each) and the JetPEI™ reagent 
(50 µl), were incubated for 30 min at room temperature prior to 
addition to the cells, which were maintained for 12 h at 37˚C, 
as previously described (22). The lentivirus‑containing 

supernatants were filtered 48 h after transfection and used to 
infect HeLa, H460 or OVCAR‑8 cells by incubation at 37˚C 
in the presence of 6 µg/ml polybrene and the corresponding 
nutritional supplement (OOS or VS, at dilutions that ranged 
from 1:2,000 to 1:100). After 24 h of incubation, media 
containing viral supernatants were replaced by fresh culture 
media in which none of the supplements was added, and 48 h 
later, samples were used for subsequent experiments.

Similarly, to generate retroviruses, either 5 µg 
pLZR‑IRES‑GFP or the pLZR‑HA‑ERK5 were co‑transfected 
with the retroviral accessory plasmids pMDG‑VSV (2,5 µg) 
and pNGUL‑MLV‑gag‑pol (3 µg) as previously described (23), 
and viral supernatants were collected and used as in the lenti‑
viral transduction.

All the plasmids used for transfection were obtained from 
Addgene, Inc., collaborators (Dr A. Bernard, National Center 
of Biotechnology, Madrid, Spain) or prepared in the laboratory 
(pLZR‑HA‑ERK5).

Flow cytometry and microscopy. To determine the percentage 
of infected (GFP+) populations, cells were detached by 
trypsin treatment, washed twice in PBS and acquired using 
an Accuri C6 Flow Cytometer (BD Biosciences). A total of 
20,000 events were collected for each sample and analyzed 
using the C6 (version 1.0.264.21) software (BD Biosciences). 
For each experimental condition and time‑point, three inde‑
pendent wells were analyzed. Before the cytometric analysis, 
cells were observed under a fluorescence microscope, and 
photomicrographs were acquired using the EVOS Floid Cell 
Imaging Station (Life Technologies).

Preparation of cell lysates and western blot analysis. Cells 
were washed with PBS and lysed, as described previously (23). 
Briefly, cells were washed with cold PBS and lysed in ice‑cold 
lysis buffer (140 mM NaCl; 50 mM EDTA; 10% glycerol; 
1% Nonidet P‑40; 20 mM Tris‑HCl, pH 7.0; 1 mM PMSF; 
1 mM Na3O4V; 1 µM pepstatin; 1 µg/ml aprotinin; 1 µg/ml 
leupeptin; 25 mM β‑glycerolphosphate; 10 mM NaF; 1 mM 
sodium orthovanadate), centrifuged at 4˚C at 15,000 x g for 
10 min, and the supernatants were transferred to new tubes. 
Then, 50 µg total protein per lane was resolved by SDS‑PAGE 
on 6% gels, transferred to PVDF membranes, blocked for at 
least 1 h in blocking buffer (140 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris‑HCl, 
pH 7.5, 0.05% Tween‑20, 1% BSA) at room temperature, and 
then incubated overnight at 4˚C with the primary antibodies 
diluted 1:10,000 (anti‑HA) or 1:30,000 (anti‑calnexin). After 
extensive washing, the membranes were incubated for 30 min 
at room temperature with horseradish peroxidase‑conjugated 
goat anti‑mouse antibody diluted 1:10,000. Bands were visual‑
ized using a luminol‑based detection system with p‑iodophenol 
enhancement (Clarity Max™ Western ECL Substrate; Bio‑Rad 
Laboratories, Inc.). Protein content was determined using 
a BCA assay, as previously described (23). Densitometrical 
analysis of the gels was performed with Image Lab Touch 
Software, version 2.4.0.03 (Bio‑Rad Laboratories, Inc.).

Statistical analysis. Each condition was analyzed in triplicate 
and data are presented as the mean ± SD of at least three inde‑
pendent experiments. One‑way ANOVA was used to compare 
more than two groups. Tukey's post hoc test or Games‑Howell's 
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post hoc test were used in case of variance homogeneity or 
heterogeneity, respectively. Data distributions were checked 
for normality using the Shapiro‑Wilk test, and homogeneity of 
variances was verified by the Levene test. P<0.05 was consid‑
ered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

Results

With the aim of testing the potential antiviral protection 
conferred by OOS or VS, an experimental system in which HeLa 
cells were infected with two types of RNA virus (lentivirus and 
retrovirus) was used (Fig. 1A). Both viral genomes included 
a coding sequence for GFP. GFP fluorescence was used to 
follow up the infection burden by microscopy (Fig. 1B) or flow 
cytometry (Fig. 1C). Infections were carried out as described 
in the Materials and methods section, using viral supernatant 

generated in 293T cells and based in the retroviral vector 
pLZR‑IRES‑GFP or the lentiviral vector pLKO‑GFP (22,23). 
Microscopic analyses verified that infection with the retroviral 
particles induced GFP expression in a substantial number of 
cells (Fig. 1B). Moreover, flow cytometry showed that both 
vectors gave infection efficiencies as high as 90% (Fig. 1C).

To determine the capacity of OOS or VS to protect from viral 
infection, HeLa cells were incubated for 24 h with different dilu‑
tions of these products (1:100‑1:2,000, schematized in Fig. 1A), 
then exposed to the lentiviruses in culture media containing the 
indicated amounts of the corresponding products. Infections in 
the absence and presence of the products proceeded for 24 h 
and analyzed 72 h post‑transduction. Two control groups were 
included: Uninfected cells (control) and infected cells without 
pre‑treatment (untreated positive control to which the OOS 
or VS‑treated samples were compared). Fig. 2A shows bright 

Figure 1. Representation of the experimental design. (A) Schematic representation of the experimental design. HeLa cells were pre‑treated for 24 h with the 
indicated compounds, before their transduction with retro or lentiviruses, which was carried out for another 72 h. After transduction, the incidence of trans‑
duced cells was determined by flow cytometry or western blotting. (B) Viral infection could be followed by fluorescence microscopy, since the viral particles 
express GFP, visible in those conditions. Scale bar, 100 µm. (C) Follow up of infection by flow cytometry. FSC‑A and SSC‑A indicate the population of living 
cells (P1 gate). Of those cells included in P1, infected (GFP+) cells are identified, and their frequency evaluated. OOS, Ocoxin oral solution; VS, Viusid; GFP, 
green fluorescence protein; SSC, side scatter; FSC, forward scatter. 
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field, as well as fluorescence analysis, of control HeLa cells (left 
panels), or infected and pre‑treated with OOS (middle panels) 
or VS (right panels) both at a 1:100 dilution in culture media. 
Treatment with OOS slightly decreased the number of cells 
GFP+ cells, which was verified by flow cytometry. Under these 
conditions, the control cells did not express GFP and were used 
to establish the GFP+ population (Fig. 2B; control). In untreated 
HeLa cells a GFP+ population could be clearly identified and 
included >90% of the cells (95.5±1.1%; Fig. 2B, infected and 
untreated). Pre‑treatment with OOS decreased the infection by 
the lentivirus (Fig. 2B and C). Moreover, the observed antiviral 
effect was dose‑dependent, reaching its maximal inhibition at 
the dilution of 1:100 (68.2±3.1%; Fig. 2B and C). VS induced 
a much milder effect, which was only detectable at the 1:100 
dilution (91.9±1.4%; Fig. 2B and C). These experiments were 
also carried out using retroviral instead of lentiviral infections, 

with similar results (data not shown). To determine whether this 
protective effect on viral infection was unique to HeLa cells or 
could be more general, H460 (Fig. 2D) or OVCAR‑8 (Fig. 2E) 
cells were pre‑treated with OOS or VS (both diluted 1:100) for 
24 h prior to viral infection. In both cases, OOS significantly 
reduced viral infection, from 89.2±1.08 to 73.6±1.36% in H460 
cells (Fig. 2D and S1A) and from 91.4±0.26 to 80.47±0.47% in 
OVCAR‑8 cells (Fig. 2E and S1B). VS had a much milder 
effect, which was only detectable in H460 cells (89.2±1.08 to 
84.6±2.46%).

In the case of HeLa cells transduced with the 
pLZR‑IRES‑GFP retroviral vector, an alternative approach 
using western blot analysis was used to detect viral infection 
(Fig. 3A and B). To that end, since the vector includes an internal 
ribosomal entry site, the sequence coding for an HA‑tagged 
version of the human mammalian mitogen‑activated protein 

Figure 2. Antiviral effect of OOS measured by flow cytometry. (A) OOS pre‑treatment and to a lesser extent VS pre‑treatment, prevents cell infection by 
GFP‑expressing lentiviruses, as shown by fluorescence microscopy. For each field, both phase‑contrast (left) and fluorescence (right) images were acquired. 
Scale bar, 100 µm. (B) Effect of OOS and VS pre‑treatment measured by flow cytometry. GFP+ populations were detected in living untreated cells, and 
compared with those that had been pre‑treated with the indicated amounts of OOS or VS. Uninfected cells were used as the negative control to establish 
negativity (GFP‑population). (C) Graphic chart of a representative experiment that was repeated 5 times. The antiviral effect of OOS and VS at a 1:100 dilution 
was also analyzed in (D) H460 and (E) OVCAR‑8 cells in three independent experiments. *P<0.05, ***P<0.001. OOS, Ocoxin oral solution; VS, Viusid; GFP, 
green fluorescence protein. 
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kinase ERK5 was inserted. HeLa cells were plated and 
pre‑treated with OOS or VS as aforementioned, then infected 
with viral particles containing pLZR‑IRES‑GFP‑HA‑ERK5. 
Protein lysates were prepared three days later and quanti‑
tated, and equal amounts of protein resolved by SDS‑PAGE. 
Separated proteins in gels were transferred to PVDF 
membranes which were probed with the anti‑HA antibody. 
As shown in Fig. 3B and C, the anti‑HA antibody failed to 
recognize any band in the uninfected HeLa cells. In contrast, 
in cells transduced with the retrovirus, the anti‑HA antibody 
strongly reacted with a 120 kDa protein, which corresponded 
to HA‑tagged ERK5. In this context, pre‑treatment with both 
OOS and VS prevented the infection with pLZR‑HA‑ERK5 
in a dose‑dependent manner, reaching an inhibition rate of up 
to 40±1.4 and 24.8±4.9%, respectively. In this experimental 
setting, OOS also demonstrated a much stronger effect than 
that caused by VS (Fig. 3C and D). Reprobing of the blots with 
an antibody to calnexin was used to verify equal amounts of 
protein loading as well as to use that protein as an internal 
standard to normalize expression amounts (Fig. 3D).

Discussion

In the present study, the potential antiviral activities of the 
nutritional supplements OOS and VS were investigated, 
demonstrating that OOS pre‑treatment was able to reduce both 
retroviral and lentiviral infection. OOS has demonstrated its 
antitumoral activity in several clinical trials including hepato‑
cellular carcinoma (24), melanoma (25), head and neck (26), 
prostate (27), cervical and endometrial cancer (28) among 
others (29,30), and can improve the quality of life of patients (3). 
On the other hand, VS is a nutritional supplement that has prop‑
erties as immunomodulator and hepatoprotector (4,5,7,31,32) 
which have also been tested in a number of trials (31‑33).

OOS and VS are formulations that include several 
compounds with anti‑oxidant, anti‑inflammatory and antiviral 
properties (3). These properties make those products attractive 
to help in fighting different diseases. Given the fact that some of 
the constituent components of OOS and VS have been reported 
to act as antiviral compounds, the aim of the present study was 
to further confirm whether OOS or VS could have antiviral 

Figure 3. Antiviral effect of OOS measured by biochemistry. (A) Schematic representation of the experiments in which viral infection was measured by 
biochemical determination of the amount of an HA‑tagged protein in western blots. (B) HA protein determination was carried out by conventional western 
blotting with an anti‑HA antibody and calnexin was used for protein normalization. (C) OOS and VS pre‑treatment prevented retroviral infection as shown in 
the western blot analysis with the anti‑HA antibody. Membranes were reprobed with an anti‑calnexin antibody that was used as a loading control for protein 
normalization. (D) Quantitation of HA levels in the experiment shown in panel C. The graph represents the mean ± SD of three independent experiments. 
*P<0.05, ***P<0.001. OOS, Ocoxin oral solution; HA, hemagglutinin. 
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properties. Such study is important, since patients who receive 
OOS or VS suffer from diseases in which the immune system 
may be compromised, and therefore are more susceptible to 
infections. Such is the case of oncological disorders (16,17). 
In pathologies such as leukemia, glioblastoma, hepatocellular 
carcinoma, or breast, lung, prostate, colon or pancreatic cancer, 
OOS has been shown to reduce the proliferation of a number 
of cell lines and xenografted tumors in mice (8‑14). Moreover, 
several clinical studies have indicated that this product is not 
toxic and may favor quality of life of patients, supporting its 
use as a nutritional supplement (24,27,29,30). In case that 
OOS or VS would exhibit antiviral capabilities, they should 
be considered for its use in the treatment and prevention of 
other cancer types that are known to be caused or associated to 
viral infections, such as non‑Hodgkin's lymphoma, or gastric, 
hepatic or cervical cancer, among others (20,21,34‑36).

In the present study, OOS and VS exerted antiviral 
effects, as demonstrated by their ability to reduce viral 
infection caused by two types of RNA viruses. This effect 
was evidenced by a reduction in GFP fluorescence in several 
cell lines infected with retroviral or lentiviral vectors, 
as well as a decreased production of retrovirus‑derived 
HA‑ERK5. The date indicated that, while the antiviral effect 
of OOS was larger than that of VS, such effect was far from 
being high. Although the effect of these compounds could 
have been potentiated by increasing its concentration, this 
option was discarded because this higher concentration may 
affect not only viral infection, but also cell proliferation 
as happens in several cellular models (8‑11), making the 
effects more difficult to interpret. Nevertheless, while the 
antiviral benefit may be small it may be useful to decrease 
viral infective capacity and therefore increase the body's 
defense mechanism against infections. Given the special 
susceptibility of some patients to viral infections, the fact 
that OOS or VS may have antiviral properties, in addition 
to their immunostimulatory effects, appears an attractive 
property that should further evaluated.

Finally, the actual threat that the COVID‑19 pandemic 
represents for oncological patients also needs to be consid‑
ered (18,19). Given the discrete but reproducible antiviral effect 
of VS and especially OOS, and the fact that those products have 
demonstrated to be safe and well‑tolerated in several clinical 
contexts (3‑7,37), they may be considered in the fight against 
SARS‑CoV‑2 infections. Furthermore, several recent reports 
indicate that some of the constituents of OOS and VS may be 
effective at counteracting COVID‑19 both reducing the infec‑
tivity or severity of the disease (8‑11,38‑40). Besides the use 
of food supplements with antioxidant and anti‑inflammatory 
properties seems to be beneficial in that context (41,42). In 
fact, clinical trials in that direction, evaluating the antiviral 
protective actions of VS are currently ongoing (https://www.
clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04407182), while others 
have recently been published (43,44). However, the exact 
mechanism through which OOS or VS cause their antiviral 
effect is unknown, although these products could affect viral 
entry or replication. The present study suggested that explora‑
tion of the antiviral actions of OOS is worthwhile, and may 
help understand whether this supplement could help prevent 
infections in oncological patients whose immune system is 
immunocompromised.
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